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able to serve massive users through the allocation of non-
orthogonal resources and allows controllable interference.

The Economic Resource Efficiency (ERE) is built to
manage bandwidth and energy efficiency under the smart
grid, and cognitive technology has been studied from the
researcher [8]. This research used the Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technique, and the ERE is
used to optimization the problem. The results showed that
the efficiency obtained was useful and increased the amount
of available spectrum.

In this study, we propose Water-Filling Random Resource
Allocation (W-FRRA) to serve massive users. We used
water-filling resource allocation to deliver different power
transmit for different channel state information (CSI). CSI
sent channel condition to Access Point (AP), and decision
either bigger or lower power will be transmitted. After all
of the user channel condition obtain with the almost equal
signal to noise ratio (SNR), we use successive interference
cancellation (SIC) to support NOMA. In our research, we
employee coded instead of the power domain for NOMA.
To create our research closer than reality, we consider using
room size 5x5x3 m with 64 user equipment (UE) and no
interference from sunlight or ambient light. We use data
rate, fairness index, and percentage of energy-saving for
performance parameters. Besides, if lower power transmits
is chosen, the energy saving is obtained.

This research is managed as follows. Part II illustrates the
design system for the Non-Line of Sight (NLOS) LiFi sys-
tem, including the channel model and W-FRRA framework.
At the same time, Part III describes the principles of the
Water-Filling Random Resource Allocation. Part IV explains
the results of our simulation, and closing remarks are drawn
in Part V.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

This section discusses the uplink and downlink LiFi sys-
tem adopted in this research. This research use the attocell
AP that accommodates massive users, simultaneously in a
different location under its coverage area. In the downlink
side, we assumed that AP no interference with uplink. We
also consider that uplinks have the potential to use Radio
Frequency (RF) or infra-red (IR) [9], but this part is out of
scope in this paper. Also, the LED as AP is considered to use
channel state information (CSI) for all channel conditions of
users, which is the common idea in related research [10],
[11], [12]. We assume that attocell has a circular area is
divided into two areas, as shown in Fig 1. The first area
represents users close to AP with radius rA, the second area
in the middle area between edge and first area with rB . We
classified the user from different area that UA = {UA}NAi=1

for cell center and second area is UA = {UB}NBj=1. Every
single user has a different channel condition according to
non-Line of Sight (NLOS) like shadowing and multi-path.

A. Non-Line of Sight Model

To simulation our research, we consider using the NLOS
channel model, so the study was closer to reality. We use
the multipath and shadowing tragedy to explain the effect of
LiFi performance. The proposed model (Fig. 1) shows that
the room has the possibility of a ray path into the line of
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U1

AP
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w
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multipath

shadowing

U1 U2
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Fig. 1. LiFi system model using power allocation.

sight (LOS), reflection, and blocked rays due to any object. It
illustrates the power difference in the eight users provided by
the access point. With a channel that unable to be predicted, it
needs power allocation and utilizes interference by encoding
user power. Also, the channel impulse response (CIR) is
employed for characterize the circumstances of the channel
and analyze the relationship between the LED power signal
in transmitter and receiver. We consider CIR in LiFi relates to
the LOS (HLOS), multi-path (Href ), and shadowing (Hshd)
component as given by

H = HLOS +Href +Hshd. (1)

The channel gain for LOS propagation HLOS using LED
as AP with Lambertian radiation pattern is given by [13]

HLOS =
Adet(m+ 1)

2πd2k
, cosm(φ)Ts(θ)Gcon(θ) cos(θ), (2)

where Adet is photodetector area, Ts(θ) is optical filter,
Gcon(θ) is optical gain concentrator, dk is propagation
distance in the midst of transmitter and receiver, φ and θ is
incidence angle of light, respectively. The m is Lambertian
emission order that relates on the semi-angle half illuminance
Φ1/2 from AP and is followed

m =
ln(2)

ln(cos(Φ1/2))
. (3)

We assume that Lambertian reflection from object like
walls has multi-path impulse response medium after the rth

reflections is followed [13]

Href =
(m+ 1)

2π

∑Rr

j=1
Ajρjcosm(φj)

cos(θ)

d2j
rect

(
2θ

π

)
,

(4)
where Rr is number of object that reflect the ray, jε[1,Rr]
is index of reflector, ρj is surfaces reflection coefficient
including walls with jth reflector, Aj is region of the jth

reflector, rect() is function of rectangular for sign that
photodetector discovered rays below the incidence angle not
more than π

2 and hr−1
ref is ordered impulse.
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS FOR THIS RESEARCH.

Parameter Value
Attocell radius rB 4 m
Attocell-center radius rA 2 m
Room size 4 x 4 x 3 m
Range transmitted power 2-3 W
Transmitter semi-angle 50◦
FOV of photodetector 70◦
Photodetector responsivity 0.55 A/W
Area of photodetector 1 cm2

Power nose spectral density 10−21 A2/Hz
Optical filter 1
Bandwidth of AP 20 MHz
The number of user 64

Also, the shadowing effect able to lead to (4) by involving
the probability of blocking Oi as

Hshd =
(m+ 1)

2π

Nt∑
i=1

Aiρicosm(φi)
cos(θ)

d2i
rect

(
2θ

π

)
Oi.

(5)
If pv is declared as a probability blocking transmission

path from the obstacle (v), with the possible value of
the number of obstacles creating N shadowing, then the
shadowing distribution can be written as [14]

Oi

[
ΠNt
v=1 (1− pv)

]
= exp [−E (pv) εt] . (6)

We also consider natural shot noise from sunlight or
ambient light and noise from thermal component to influence
the LiFi system. We use total noise variance σ2

tot as

σ2
tot = σ2

shot + σ2
th, (7)

where σ2
shot is shot noise and σ2

th is thermal noise variance.
Natural ray such as ambient light or the sun light affects the
shot noise, as followed [13]

σ2
shot = (Ip + Ibg + I2)2qBw, (8)

where Ip, Ibg , and I2 are primer, background and noise-
bandwidth factor, respectively. q is electron charge, Bw is
noise bandwidth. We also inspired [13] for thermal noise as

σ2
th =

4kbTBw
RL

, (9)

where kB is Boltzman constant, T device thermal, and RL
is resistance. For the k-th user, the SNR is inspired from
[15] and we changed by increasing the random objects to
Non-LOS

SNR =
(γPtxH)2

σ2
tot

, (10)

where Ptx is transmitted power from k-th user and γ is
photodetector responsivity. The channel capacity is obtained
from transmission distance between access point and user is
express [6]:

Ck = Bw log2(1 + SNR). (11)

To prove our proposed, we consider for simulation param-
eters that is used in this research as written in Table I.

B. W-FRRA technique

1) Resource management for power allocation: Inspired
by resource allocation using the water filling (WF) technique
that already implemented in Wireless Communication, this
research evaluate the difference between Wireless Commu-
nication and Lifi. Lifi using light source from LED and
has unipolar modulation, while RF bipolar modulation. We
estimate that in AP multi-path, either slow or fast fading is
present. Moreover, LED has a narrow coverage compared
to WiFi and has dimming control to adjust lower or higher
transmit power. Also, the WF algorithm is very urgent for
LiFi technology due to the equality of data rate in any
channel conditions. Algorithm 1 illustrates pseudocode that
we used in this research [16]

Algorithm 1 Water filling random resource allocation.
Input: CSI ∀ Uk
Output: AvgCk∀ Uk

Initialisation :
1: wl, ptot ← 0
2: vec ← yk
3: pcon ← SNR constr
4: tconstr ← 10−3

5: N ← length(vec)
Procedure

6: while |(pcon − ptot| > tconstr do
7: wl ← wl + (pcon − ptot)/N
8: ptot ←

∑
(max(wl − vec, 0)

9: end while
10: return CK

We use a single function from the algorithm to calculate
the fairness index and data rates of users. The model of
mathematical is inspirited by β-proportional fairness index
as express [17]

ψβ(x) =

{
ln(x), β = 1
x1−β

1−β , β > 0, β 6= 1
(12)

where x is channel capacity and β is coefficient of fairness.
The formula has involve several concepts of fairness index
to be the validation parameter.

2) Coded domain-NOMA: After we obtained almost the
same SNR value for all users, we consider the same number
of time-slot as the user. We choose the coded domain instead
of the power domain due to the impact on massive users. We
evaluate that the power domain-NOMA difficult to decoding
in power allocation because each user has a similar power
distribution. In that case, we choose the coded domain for
NOMA to enhance the performance. Fig. 2 describes about
uplink conditions for every channel condition. Each user
has the same opportunity to give a request to access points
(LED). The weight for each user is the same, as has been
done power control using WF. Access points emit a signal
in the form of beacons to let you know that access points
will clear the user’s slot. Each user randomly selects a slot
that will be filled through the uplink path. This method
was inspired by [18] who had analyzed the Coded Slotted
ALOHA (CSA), and we used a model of irregular repetition
from researchers [19]. They used CSA in indoor optical
wireless communications and quite similar with our research.
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Fig. 2. Request for time-slot from each user.

We simulated NOMA by giving code to each user. Each
user transmits a packet that has been coded to be sent through
the time-slot. One time-slot can obtain several coded packets
and interfere with each other. Time-slot, which only gets one
coded packet, decodes and throws the package code from
another user. This interference is used by SIC to reduce user
code that has obtained time-slot.

Fig 3 (a) illustrates that all user initiate deliver three pack-
ets time-slot, randomly. We employ Successive Interference
Cancellation (SIC) for unload singleton1 in time-slot from
user k-th. Fig. 3 (b) describes user 64-th (U64) achieve
time-slot-2 (TS−2) and U64 wipes all of packets for others
time-slot, stimmultanously. Afterwards, Fig. 3 (c) explains
that time-slot-63 (TS−63) has probability to get TS−64 in
consequence of singleton. Nevertheless, this algorithm has a
serious problem from stopping sets, where none of the time-
slots can be obtained. We assume if the singleton does not
present all of the time-slots, even the amount of user k-th less
than time-slot, our algorithm unable be execute optimally.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This study uses a computer simulation by taking the
random value into account, so the Monte Carlo method
approach is used to analyze the simulation results. We also
consider the values used in this study, as shown in Table
I. The simulated power values are 2, 2.5, and 3 Watt, the
detector area for all users is the same (1 cm2), and the
bandwidth of the AP is 20 MHz. Also, to represent the results
of simulations and analyzes, we use test parameters such as
fairness index, average rate, and percentage of energy saving.

Fig. 4 illustrates the rise in the level of the minimal amount
of power that continues to increase. Star marking shows the
maximum power used is 3 Watt, circle marking shows 2.5
Watt, and labelling strips represent 2 Watt power curves.
Even though the average of 3 Watts is higher between 2
and 2.5 Watts, the power consumption is relatively large.
Also, 3 Watts have the potential to obtain the most significant
data rates due to signal to noise ratio (SNR). Besides, the
difference that is not too significant makes the use of 3 Watts
need to be considered.

1an offered packet in time-slot

Ts1 Ts2 Ts3 Ts63

U1 U2 U63

Ts64

U64

(a) User sent three packets to time-slot, randomly.

Ts1 Ts2 Ts3 Ts63 Ts64

U1 U2 U63 U64

(b) U64 obtain time-slot-2.

Ts1 Ts2 Ts3 Ts63 Ts64

U1 U2 U63 U64

(c) U63 obtain time-slot-64.

Ts1 Ts2 Ts3 Ts63 Ts64

failed to fetch 
RA

success to 
fetch RAU1 U2 U63 U64

(d) U1 and U2 are stopping set.

Fig. 3. The bipartite graph coded domain-NOMA technique with random
distribution x3.
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We evaluated the fairness index after power allocation is
used for 64 users. We found that using dynamic power allo-
cation for different channel conditions have several results.
Fig. 5 describes the fairness index curve for the three types
of maximum acceptability. Using a minimum power of 500
mW, the difference in fairness index is relatively the same
and is in the range of 0.545 to 0.555. An iteration of up to 500
times is done so that accuracy is obtained, to get the same
fairness index point at a minimum power of 800 mW. Also,
the fairness index curve continues to decline as the minimum
power transmitted is transmitted. It has happened due to
low power allocation for energy savings, and several users
achieve less power. Even though the fairness have similar
result around 50/

We investigated the energy saving after power allocation is
used for 64 users. We found that using dynamic power alloca-
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison among different maximum power transmit
for probability users per time-slot.

tion for different channel conditions have several results. Fig.
6 explains the comparison of energy-saving obtained from
changes in power. Receive power delivered by a maximum
power of 3 Watt has the most significant efficiency value
from a minimum power of 500 to 1000 mW. By dynamically
changing the sending power, resulting in a maximum power
saving value of 50% at a minimum power of 500 mW.
Due to the channels are different in each place, it takes a
different transmit power value according to the condition
of the channel. If the LOS channel, then minimal power is
considered to deliver. However, if the channel is terrible due
to multi-path and shadowing, then the maximum power is
transmitted.

We analyzed the probability user per time-slot after coded
is used for 64 users. We found that using repetition coded for
different channel conditions have similar results. Fig. 7 shows
the probability of users obtaining time-slot under various
conditions for a different user number. We also show the ev-
idence that W-FRRA in any transmitted power has the same
result. The results illustrate that a bigger number of users,
better performance, is performed. Although, in 40 users, the
stopping set has occurred and Fig. 7 shows asymptotic curve
in 0.7 probability. In consequence of the decoding technique
in random allocation grants power domain only when the
one time-slot has particular channel circumstances, i.e., one
located in the cell center. At the same time, the other is
tended close to the cell edge.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed Water-Filling Random Resource Al-
location (W-FRRA) as the random multiple access to serve
massive users in future technology. We have simulated this
research for resource management systems under any channel
conditions. We also investigated the Light Fidelity (LiFi)
system behavior using parameter validations of average data
rate, fairness, and energy-saving as the power domain param-
eter. To prove our proposed, we employed Successive Inter-
ference Cancellation (SIC) to improve W-FRRA for random
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multiple access. The probability packet for the massive user
is tested and showed that among transmitted power have the
same result. We found that power allocation as a water-filling
advantage and coded NOMA domain produce significantly
better performance and energy savings. We ensure that the
proposed algorithm can support ”anything as a service” in
the future 5G platform. Also, LiFi has significant potential
extended to combinations of various technology sectors.
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